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SELECTION FOR IMPROVED REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE OF NATIVE SHEEP

J. P. HANRAHAN

The Agricultural Institute, Beiclare, Teal, Co. alvay,

Ireland

ABSTRACT

The annual reproductive rate is
and the frequency of lambing. I
genetic variation in these trait
Results of selection for increase
Galway breed show that the res
changes in ovulation rate. The m
lines by screening large populati
and results from such a selection study are presented. These
again confirm the central contribi4tion of ovulation rate.
Selection for extreme reproductie performance in a foreign
breed may facilitate the use of such genetic sources for the
improvement of native populations with minimum impact on
adaptedness. Results from selection for high ovulation rate
in Finn sheep are considered from this view point. Selection
for litter size or ovulation rate has significant effects on
components of the breeding season but these are not
consistent among breeds.

INTRODUCTION

The annual reproductive rate of sheep is a major
determinant of production efficiexcy. The principal sources
of variation in the rate of reprocuction are prolificacy and
frequency of lambing. The former trait has been the subject
of a large number of studies unde many different production
conditions and it is clear that t ere is a wealth of genetic
variation both within and amo g populations (Hanrahan,
1982). In the case of frequen y of lambing the amount of
information on genetic variati n within populations is
rather limited. Studies of bre d differences in length of
the breeding season, and hence th possibility of frequent
breeding, have shown that con iderable differences exist
among breeds developed and mainta ned in temperate latitudes
(Hanrahan and Quirke, 1986). I is well known that breeds
native to tropical and subtropica regions do not exhibit a
distinct anoestrus season althouéh the incidence of oestrus

PART I : IMPROVING LAMB AND KID PRODUCTION IN

INTENSIVE AND SEMI- INTENSIVE SYSTEMS

determined by prolificacy
formation on the extent of

is briefly summarized.
litter size in the native

onse is attributable to
rits of starting selection
ns are briefly reviewed



is usually depressed in Spring (Aboul-Naga, 1985;
Aboul-Naga, Aboul-Ela and Mansour, 1987).

The large differences among breeds in prolificacy have led
to widespread investigation of the use of prolific breeds as
a source of genetic material to raise the reproductive rate
of native breeds by increasing prolificacy. In recent
years the discovery of the Booroola gene, which dramatically
increases litter size (Piper and Bindon, 1982), has led to a
new phase of research related to increasing reproductive
rate by introducing this gene into populations with low
prolificacy levels. The exploitation of this type of
genetic material for increasing the reproductive rate of
native populations has the advantage that the desirable
characteristics of adapted native breeds can be preserved
when such major genes are incorporated by a system of
repeated backcrossing to the native population combined with
selection for the gene in question. Such a backcrossing
programme will involve a considerable period of time
depending on the desired level of native breed ancestry and
methods available for determining the genotype of
individual animals. Evidence for the existence of genes
with large effects on reproductive rate in other sheep
populations, such as Icelandic sheep (Jonmundsson and
Adalsteinsson, 1985), the Cambridge breed (Hanrahan and
Owen, 1985), Indonesian sheep (Bradford et al., 1986) and
possibly the D'Man breed in Morocco (Lahlou Kassi and Marie,
1985) suggests that by using the most appropriate breed as a
source for a major gene the amount of backcrossing required
to maintain other traits at the desired level can be
reduced. This would minimize the time and effort involved
in exploiting such genetic variation. However, one
difficulty with such genetic effects would remain, namely,
the fact that the effects of these genes are so large that
the increased reproductive rate would be such that
prevailing production systems may be inadequate to ensure
real production benefits. This would be especially true for
homozygous individuals and consequently, accurate
information would be required on the genotype of individual
animals, especially males, for effective exploitation of
such genes in many situations. In the absence of
biochemical criteria for determining individual genotypes
this will require progeny testing of males which may be
difficult to organize in many circumstances. Consequently,
increasing prolificacy by within population selection may be
the only realistic approach in some cases.

Consideration of the problem of increasing the frequency
of lambing raises the same questions as those connected with
approaches to increasing prolificacy. Information on
available genetic variation is however much more limited.
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While large breed differences exi
differences is likely to be m
environment, especially latitude
prolificacy. While single gene ef
breeding season have been
Adalsteinsson, 1980) they appear t
than in the case of prolificacy.

In the present paper results
prolificacy in Irish sheep are
results on the exploitation of t
variation for ovulation rate in Fi
exceptionally high ovulation rate
a line could be used to provide
reproductive rate of target p0
fraction of Finn ancestry than was

data on 4- and 5-year old ewes in
random sample of 1982 born ewes.
ovulation rate and litter size
consistent with the earlier resul
agreement between results for matu
good. The evidence suggests that
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lines for litter size is reduced at older ages and based on
the results in Table 2 this is attributable to a reduced
divergence in ovulation rate. Ho ever, this interpretation
is not supported by the earlier esults (Table 1). Further
evidence needs to be acquired on his point.

The results in Table 2 were averaged over years and the
observed and expected litter sizes were compared using the
expression given by Hanrahan (1982). The results of these
calculations are presented in Table 3. The agreement
between observed and predicted men litter size is quite

SELECTION FOR INCREASED PROLIFICA IN GALWAY SHEEP

The Gaiway is a native Irish bre-d with a modest level of
prolificacy and a clearly defined breeding season (Hanrahan
and Quirke, 1985, Quirke et al., 1986). Selection for
increased litter size was initi.ted in 1963 and a control
line was also maintained. The d tails of the selection
programme and the observed res.onses were reported by
Hanrahan (1984). The main fea ures of the responses
observed are summarized in Table 1. These show a significant
response in litter size which is attributable to a
correlated change in ovulation rate. An estimate of the
annual rate of improvement in litt-r size was 0.023±0.009
(Hanrahan, 1984) which is equival-nt to 1.5% of the control
line mean. Mean ovulation rate in 1985 and 1986 together
with the resulting litter size is summarized in Table 2. The

t the expression of these
ch more dependent on

than is the case for
ects on length of the
ound (Drymundsson and
be much less dramatic

f selection for increased
reviewed together with
e large amount of genetic
n sheep to provide an
line of Finn sheep. Such
a genetic lift in the
ulations with a smaller
possible heretofore.

this table refer to a
he effect of selection on

for 2-year old ewes is
s (Table 1). However, the
e ewes is not quite as

the divergence between the



good indicating that the response to selection for increased

Adapted from Hanrahan (1984).

TABLE 2

Ovulation rate and litter size in Galway sheep.

Selection 1.95±0.09 1.74±0.10
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litter size is attributable to changes in ovulation rate.
This is consistent with the conclusion that variation in
embryo survival is a minor source of genetic variation in
litter size in sheep (Hanrahan and Quirke, 1986).

TABLE 1

Response
sheep

to selection for increased litter size in Galway

Ewe age Line Fertility Litter Ovulation
(%) size rate

2 Control 78 1.21 1.34
Selection 81 1.47 1.62

3 Control 90 1.44 1.39
Selection 91 1.70 1.65

4 Control 79 1.61 1.56
Selection 95 1.71 1.99

Ewe Year Line Ovulation Litter
age rate size

2 1985/86 Control 1.62±0.11 1.40±0.11
Selection 1 .94±0.10 1.65±0.08

2 1986/87 Control 1.55±0.14 1.37±0.11
Selection 1 .94±0.07 1.73±0.09

4 1985/86 Control 2.00±0.09 1.71±0.16
Selection 2.13±0.13 1 .77±0. 13

5 1986/87 Control 1.78±0.19 1.62±0.14



TABLE 3

Comparison of observed and predictd litter size for Gaiway
ewes.

INCREASING PROLIFICACY BY SCREENIN

The response to selection is t
differential and heritability
generation interval determine the
improvement. Usually increasing
will automatically extend the ge
reproductive rate per selected I
for example, in systems based on a
females followed by collection of
to recipient females (Hanrahan
potential for such MOET schemes I
by Smith (1986). Another situ
substantial increase in selectio
consequences for generation interv
selection programmes by applyin
sufficiently large population to p
animals. Continued selection am
foundation stock will of course b
constraints connecting selection
interval. The obvious benefits of
is that an immediate significant
be obtained. A further benefit is
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COMMERCIAL FLOCKS

e product of selection
hich together with the
annual rate of genetic
he selection differential
eration interval unless
dividual is increased as,
perovulation of selected
mbryos and their transfer
and Quirke 1982). The
sheep have been examined

tion which allows a
differential without any
1 is the initiation of
extreme selection in a

ovide adequate foundation
ng the progeny of these

subject to the usual
intensity and generation

such intensive screening
enetic improvement should
that the likelihood of

different levels of the trait (e.g. singles or twins).
Screening of foundation animals wi1l increase the mean of
their progeny and in breeds of low prolificacy this increase
can substantially increase the pcssible rate of further
progress - especially in the initial generations.

Ewe
age

Line Ovulation
rate Obsrved

Litter size
Predicted *

2 Control 1.58 1.38 1.42
Selection 1.94 1.69 1.66

4 Control 1.89 1.66 1.63
Selection 2.04 1.7 5 1.72

* Using the equation of Hanrahan ( 1982)

favorable genes at low frequencie
to further selection is enhanced b
such genes in the foundation

contributing to response
cause the frequency of
roup will be Increased. A

final point is that for traits suc as litter size, which
have a discrete distribution, th selection pressure which
can be applied depends upon the re ative frequency of the



Selection for increased litter size was initiated in
Ireland in 1963 by using the screening approach. The
criteria for choosing foundation animals were: (a) any ewe
which gave birth to four or more lambs in any year, (b) a
ewe which gave birth to nine or more lambs over three
consecutive lambings, (C) foundation rams were from ewes
which would qualify under (a) or (b). Details on the
foundation animals and other aspects of this study have been
given by Hanrahan (1984). After the assembly of foundation
animals the flock was closed and selection was continued,
based on litter size. However, some ewes were crossed with
Finnish Landrace rams and not all of the resulting progeny
were culled so that some Finn ancestry was incorporated
(5.3%, Hanrahan, 1984). No breed restrictions were imposed
on the foundation stock so that the initial selection
pressure operated on genetic differences among and within
breeds and crossbreeds. Unfortunately there was no attempt
to form a control flock to facilitate the estimation of
genetic improvement but based on various lines of
circumstantial evidence genetic improvement of litter size
was achieved (Hanrahan, 1984). Thus, information on the
reproductive performance in lowland sheep flocks in Ireland
about the time when the foundation animals were born
indicates a litter size of 1.5 to 1.6 at most. Even
allowing for breed differences in prolificacy it seems
unrealistic to assume that the average litter size of
unselected foundation ewes of the same average composition
as the selected individuals could have been higher than 1.7.
This value is consistent with a repeatability of 0.2 and the
observed decline in litter size between on-farm and
post-purchase records. The litter size of this flock
increased significantly over time when measured as
unadjusted phenotepic trend or as a deviation from the
Gaiway Control line. The deviation of litter size from the
Gaiway Control line increased by 0.029±0.007 per year
between 1970 and 1982 inclusive.

Data on ovulation rate and litter size of mature ewes from
this High Fertility line for the years 1982 to 1985 are
summarised in Table 4. The litter size data do not refer in
all cases to those ewes which provided ovulation rate
information. The predicted litter size, using the mean
ovulation rate, is 2.02 using the formula of Hanrahan
(1982). While the observed litter size is somewhat higher
than this prediction the difference does not approach
significance which suggests that the intense selection for
litter size involved in developing this line of sheep has
had no major impact on embryo survival.

14
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SELECTION ON OVULATION RATE IN FIN! SHEEP

The heritability of ovulation ra.e in Finn sheep is a
0.5 (Hanrahan and Quirke 1985) nd divergent selectio:
ovulation rate at 18-months of age was initiated in 1

Mean ovulation rate data for t e three lines involve
this study were given by Hanrah.n (1987) and showe
divergence of about 2 ova betwee the High and Low ii,
High line ewes have an ovulation 'ate which is 1.44±
times the mean of the control ii e. The possibilities
exploiting this high ovulation rat line to increase
prolificacy of local breeds weae considered by Hanr
(1987) where it was indicated that using 25% Finn ance
would generate the same prolifi.acy as that attainabi
using 50% ancestry from the unsele.ted Finn line. Res
for ovulation rate and litter siz of 1/4 Finn x 3/4 Ga
ewes generated by using rams from 'he High ovulation
line are given in Table 5 t.gether with values
contemporary Galway ewes.

TABLE 5

Ovulation rate and litter size of 1/4 Finn x 3/4 Gaiway
and contemporary Galway ewes.

Ovulatior. Litter
rate size

1/4 Finn x 3/4 Gaiway 2.80 2.05
Gaiway control 1.75 1.35

These results are consistent wit the expectation that
use of genetic material from th high ovulation rate

These results are consistent wit the expectation that
use of genetic material from th high ovulation rate

the
line

can reduce the proportion of Fi n ancestry requiredcan reduce the proportion of Fi n ancestry required to
increase prolificacy of a targ t population. Workincrease prolificacy of a targ t population. Work is



currently underway on the use of the high ovulation rate
Finn line in combination with the Texel sheep to develop a
high prolificacy composite breed with improved carcass
merit. Finn sheep and Texels are being crossed to produce
1/4 Finn x 3/4 Texel animals. The ovulation rates of Fl ewe
lambs born in 1988 are given in Table 6. The High-line cross
has an ovulation rate which is significantly greater than Fl
animals from the other two lines and the superiority of the
High line cross over the control cross (+28%) is consistent
with the divergence between the purebred Finn lines.

TABLE 6

Ovulation rate of Finn x Texel (Fl) ewe lambs.

Crossbred No. of Ovulation
type lambs rate

CORRELATED CHANGES IN BREEDING SEASON

The effects of selection for litter size and ovulation
rate on components of the breeding season have been examined
in the Galway and Finnsheep populations at our Institute. In
the case of the Galway selection line the date of first
oestrus of the breeding season was established for random
samples of mature ewes in 1986 and again in 1987. Ovulation
rate at the first oestrus of the season was also recorded in
1986. The results are given in Table 7. Ewes from the
selection line had a slightly later onset of cyclicity in
both years but these differences were not significant.
However, when the line differences were pooled across years
the mean difference of 6.5 days was significant (t = 2.26,
P< 0.05).

In 1986 the difference between the lines for ovulation
rate at first oestrus was consistent with differences
between these lines during the breeding season (Table 2).

In the case of the Finn breed selection for increased
ovulation rate was associated with a significant increase in
the duration of the breeding season which was largely
attributable to later cessation of cyclicity in the Spring
although the High line ewes starting cycling slightly
earlier in the Autumn (Table 8).

16

Finn High line x Texel 27 1.78±0.08
Finn Control line x Texel 14 1.39±0.12
Finn Low line x Texel 18 1.32±0.10



CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the results reviewed that within breed
selection for increased prolifiacy is successful and

17
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TABLE 7

Correlated response in date of onst of the breeding sea
in Gaiway ewes.

Ewe Line No. of Date o
age ewes First oetrus

Ovulation
rate

4.5 Control 14 14.9.86±
Selection 19 19.9.86±

2.5 Control 19 6.10.87±
Selection 35 14.10.87±1.5

.5 1.64±0.15

.0 2.00±0.12

.1 -

-

At first oestrus of the breeding

TABLE 8

Correlated changes in the duration
ewes selected for ovulation rate.

season.

of the anoestrus in F

Trait
Line

High Low Contro

Duration of the
anoestrus (days)

- 1985 124±4.6
- 1986 126±5.9
- average 125±3.7

Date of onset of the
breeding season Oct.2±3.1 Oct.9±2.8
Date of onset of
the anoestrus May 30±3.6 May

157±5.2 132±4.9
146±5.6 143±5.3
152±3.8 138±3.6

Oct.9±2.8

8±3.3 May 23±3.

The results from these two selction
opposite trends in relation to
between reproductive rate and date
season. These conflicting results
literature on this topic reviewed
(1986).

experiments y
the genetic associa
of onset the bree
are not inconsistent
by Hanrahan and Qu



especially when initial selection is based on screening of
individuals with extreme performance from native
populations. The additional option of exploiting genes with
a large effect on ovulation rate to enhance the reproductive
rate of a target population allows the preservation of the
genetic background of adapted local breeds. An alternative
procedure is to select for increased ovulation rate in a
prolific breed to be used for upgrading a target population.

Results from selection for increased prolificacy show that
responses are mediated via changes in ovulation rate. The
advantages of using ovulation rate as the selection
criterion for increasing prolificacy have been discussed
elsewhere (Hanrahan, 1987). These advantages should be
exploited in selection programmes aimed at increasing litter
size in native populations.

Information on the genetic association between
seasonality of breeding and prolificacy appears equivocal
with conflicting evidence between populations.
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